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For students looking to take a break from the summer heat and get in tune with

their creativity, we provide many indoor opportunities to experience the arts! In

the Art Studio, campers can learn and create a new craft each day. In the Jam

Lounge, they can rock out with staffers, play instruments, sing, and perform!

Campers can also participate in Dance and Improv, learning dance routines or

having fun making up skits with new friends. Lastly, a crowd favorite is our

Crossroads Talent Show where students can perform or come watch and cheer

on their friends!

Spend your free time at the Athletic Campus playing sports to your heart’s

desire! Every day you can enjoy free play in your favorite sports such as

basketball, volleyball, soccer and dodgeball. We also have an opportunity for

students to compete in tournaments once a week for a trophy to take home for

all the bragging rights!

Campers can spend time in the sun being active and having fun at Adventure!

There, students can play Epic World Domination, a Crossroads Summer Camp

favorite! They can compete in our Obstacle Course to be in the running for a

trophy or just run the course for fun. Color War is another camp favorite as our

staff and students go all out competing in the colorful battle! Leaders may also

choose to go on their own for a time to hang out and cool off.
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The Quad allows students to have fun while building relationships with our staff

and each other. Whether you want to spend your week playing cornhole or if

chalk art is more your speed; there is something for you at the Quad!

Quad

Quiz Bowl is a Crossroads specialty. It is a fun Jeopardy style game where

students answer questions to earn points. Use Quiz Bowl as an opportunity to

prove to your friends that you know more than them!
Quiz Bowl

Our Pool Party is exactly what you think it is, but better! Once a week we have a

pool party where we play lots of games and truly take the saying “fun in the sun”

to a whole new level!

Pool Party


